[Preliminary study on measurement of human fecundity applicability of time to pregnancy with Japanese subjects].
Debate has been continuing whether endocrine disrupting chemicals (EDC) in the environment affect human reproduction. We are planning to use time to pregnancy (TTP) as a measure of human fecundity to relate EDC exposure in a future research. TTP is expressed as the number of non-contracepting menstrual cycles or months required for a couple to conceive. An extended TTP might be considered to reflect an injury to reproductive processes. Since this parameter has never been measured in Japan. the present preliminary study aimed at establishing a Japanese version of the TTP questionnaire and determining if TTP could be reliably measured in Japan. We prepared a self-administered questionnaire that consisted of questions on TTP, sexual life and dietary habits. Women who visited a gynecology clinic in Tokyo for confirmation of pregnancy during the period October 2000 to March 2001 were the subjects asked to fill in the questionnaire. The results were statistically analyzed by chi-square test, t-test and binorminal logistic model after classifying the subjects into two groups: (a) Group I (TTP < or = 6 months; n = 53) (b) Group II (TTP > 6 months; n = 16) Of the 92 women approached, 69 (75.0%) could report TTP. The distribution of TTP, the mode being around 1-2 months with a positive skew toward longer value, was similar to those reported so far in Western countries. There were statistically significantly more smokers in Group II (smoker 62.5%) than in I (15.6%). Logistic regression analysis indicated prior gravidity and fish and milk consumption, in addition to cigarette smoking, to be related to TTP. The present preliminary study indicated that TTP surveys are feasible with Japanese based on the high response rate and plausible distribution of reported value. It also indicated that TTP was related to cigarette smoking, gravidity and dietary habits, again consistent with previous studies.